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Read the following passages, and then choose the best answer to each of
the questions that follow and mark it on your answer sheet'

Passage I

1. The computer is a double-edge weapon. So some people are with and

others ari against it. According to people who support it, they see that

we live atthe ageof the computer as it breaks through every field in our

life, for example medical, educational, engineering, and commercial

fields. In addition to many other fields everywhere'

These people also see that the computer is far more efficient than

human beings. It has much better and can store huge amounts of

information and it can do calculations in no time. The computer has a

great characteristic as it doesn't suffer from lack of sleep, so it never

feels tired and works efficiently all the time.

One of the important parts of the computef is the internet which is

used for fun, paying bills, shopping, paying salaries, reserving seats on

planes, learning, and having courses in different fields. In addition to

ielling tomorrow's weather and many other jobs can do them accurately

and quickly.

Other people who don't support the computer see that it is not important

to possess a computer at all neither in their homes, nor in their offices.

They prefer to depend on simple machines for communications such

as calculator, fax, typewriter, telephone, etc. They think with them

everything is done in a relax manner because they are easier and

simpler than the computer. As well as they avoid us taking the risk of

using computers.

These people also refuse to become part of the new internet world as it
is a matter of wasting time and gaining pad habits. They see that they

will never think of buying it even if it becomes able to think, able to

act on its own, of accept the responsibility for all mistakes it makes'
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The advantages of the comPuter

The disadvantages of the comPUter

The advantages & disadvantages of the computer

The supporters to the comPuter
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Standardized TeSt
Ot English Proficiency (STEP)

102. According to the passage the computer is...........

a. bad

b. wonderful

c. old fashion

d. a knife with 2 edges

103. The noun from (medical) is......"

a. medically

b. medicine

c. medical

d. medicinal

104. The supporters see that computers .."........many fields in
life.

a. inter

b. avoid

c. spoil

d. damage

L05. The passage rnentioned that cornputers are used in.....,.,.....
a. cheating

b. playing chess

c. education

d. chatting

Xmstructions

Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences and mark it
onyour answer sheet.

106. If I .."... hard,I will pass the exam.

a. study

b. studied

c. studies

d. have studied

107. Either Khalid or Salem .... capable to he the leader.

a. is

b. are

c. were

d. have been
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108. Ahmad ...... five tirnes a day'

a. pray

b. PraYS

c. PraYed

d. is PraY

tr09" Ahuge arnount of salt

a. is

b. was

c. are

d. were

LL0. Do You remember

a.a
b. an

c. the

d. no article

.".... taken frorn the sea water yearly'

....., book that tr gave to you last year?

!
Seetion (5)
(o) Ase.o.iJl111. If mY trrothen

accident"

a. drives

b. drove

c. has driven

d. had driven

cautiouslY, he wouldn't have that

11"2. which of the following ls correctly punctuated?

a. At the farmer's market we bought tomatoes peppers'

eggPlant, and onions'

b. At the farmer's market we bought tomatoes' peppers'

eggPlant, and onions'

c. At the farmer's market we bought tomatoes' peppers'

eggPlant and onions'

d. At the farmer's market we bought tomatoes peppers'

eggPlant, and, onions



standardized TgSt
Or English Proticiency (STEP)

113, Which of the following sentences is correctly capitalir,ed?

. a. Mohammad and khalid are students at oxford university.

b. Mohammad and Khalid are students at oxford university.

c. Mohammad and Khalid are students at Oxford University.

d. Mohammad and khalid are students at Oxford University.

114. Mohammad

a. much

b. very

c. too

d. many

tr"15. Can you tell him

a. where Mohammad studies.

b. where do Mohammad study

c. where does Mohammad study

d. where Mohammad study

116. I learnt a .".","""." way to do tlds,

a. using

b. useful

c. usefully

d. used

117, Sara asked Khalid he wanted to go.

a. what

b. why

c. where

d. how

1IS. Faked 1ikes........ eoffee. He always adds sugar to it.
a. sweet / some

b. sweet / a lot of
c. bitter / a lot of

d. bitter/afew

119. The windows in the elassroom lrroken.

a. are

b. is

c. was

d. was being
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I wilt alreadY have left'120. ...'............-....- she arrives,

a. After

b. Every time

c. BY the time

d. As soon as

121. Mohammad doesn't need ...."" help'

a. a much

b. some

c. a few

d. any

Instructions

Identify the incorrect underlined, word or words and mark your response

onyour answer sheet.

122. Salem playgd football last Monday. He plays as a goalkebper.

a. PlaYed

b. last MondaY

c. plaYs

d. a goalkeePer
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Standardized TeSt
OI English Proticiency (STEP)

Instructions

Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences and mark it
onyour answer sheet.

123. Salma doesn't know is a professor.

a. the woman wears white glasses

b, the woman wear white glasses

c. wear glasses woman

d. her with glasses

I24. They asked me about

a. who have I played with

b. what have I played with

c. who I had played with

d. what had I played with

125. Khalid has known me since t ."........3 years old.

a. am

b. have been

c. was

d. had been
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Questions Answers

101 c

102 d

103 b

t04 a

105 c

106 a

to1 a

108 b

109 a

110 c

111 b

tL2 c

113 c

LL4 b

115 c

tr6 b

tt7 c

118 b

t19 a

t20 d

t21 d

122 c

t23 a

r24 c

125 c
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